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Top Goals of Restoration

 Stabilizing Stream Banks 
 Developing and enhancing riparian zones
 Creating/improving instream habitat
 Aquatic organism passage
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both restored and un-restored sections.
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• Site Selection !! 

• Flow conditions

• Injection time – diurnal fluctuations

• Disruption to the stream bed/banks

• Proper mixing
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in OTIS to calculate effects of stream storage zon
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A = stream cross-sectional area
As = Storage zone cross-sectional area
α = stream/storage zone exchange coefficient
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Age of restoration may have an effect (Muddy Creek, 201
However, Muddy Creek also had lowest [NO3
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understanding restored urban stream ecosystems

nfluence of carbon and seasonality

nfluence of restoration age

Relationship between denitrification, flux rates and 
graphs of Vf
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